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THE SILK-SPINNING CITY OF VALENCIA
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The magnificent Plaza de San Francisco, an important . thoroughfare of Valencia. This picturesque city, despite its many
fine modern buildings, retains more of its ancient Moorish character than most Spanish cities.
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ranean ports and her third largest city, listen
for the great bell of the cathedral. Its ringing
hour by hour is the sign of each man's turn to
release the waters into the channels that make
his dry land fertile. And every Thursday
is held the oldest tribunal in Spain, the " court
of the waters '' a meeting of the peasants to
decide whether any have used the water contrary to regulation. Such careful irrigation has
turned the plain, which yields four or five
crops a year, into a great orchard (or huerta),
· with groves of citron, orange, and mulberry
trees, the last-named for the silkworm.
Made Fruitful by the Moors
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Set · in this garden region, which the Moors
trained to fertility many centuries ago, Valencia
is one of the most Moorish-looking of Spanish
cities. The city lies two and a half miles from
the mouth of the Guadalaviar River, and its
harbour (El Grao) is one of the safest on the
whole 1\1editerranean.
Valencia exports rice, melons, oranges and
other fruits, wine, silk, and olive oil. Silk
spinning is one of the leading industries, and
the Silk Exchange, a beautiful Gothic building,
is one of the best sur\-riving examples of civil
architecture in · the Middle Ages. Other industries are hemp and linen weaving, tobacco
manufacture, and the making of the brightcoloured glazed bricks known as azulejos.
The city is the seat of one of the foremost

universities of Spain; it was founded in 1500.
Population, about 244,000.
VALLEY. Like other land forms, river valleys are constantly changing. While the river
is deepening its bed, other forces rain, frost,
wind, and the atmosphere are loosening the
material on the valley "''alls, so that it falls into
the stream and is carried away.
·
'
At first the deepening will proceed rapidly.
When, however, the stream approaches the level
of the body of water into which it empties, it
grows more sluggish and deepening is halted ;
but the slow stream aids the process of widening
by swinging from side to side when confronted
by obstacles in the ·channel. In arid regions
the deepening forces far outstrip the weathering
process, and thus in this way deep gorges are
formed. (See Canyon.)
0

Young, Mature, and Old Valleys

Valleys are classified as young, mature, and
old. A young valley is narrow with steep sides,
and carries a vigorous stream. A mature
valley is deep and open, having widenjng sides
and gentle upper slopes ; and an old one is very
wide, with a broad bed and extremely low slope.
A river working on soft material may bring its
valley to old age in less time than that required
by a stream opposed by hard rocks, and a single
:r:iver valley may be both "young" and c-c old"
in different parts.
·
The word " valley " does not necessarily
-
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